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Legals disclaimer

It is required that you read this legal
disclaimer section carefully. Get advice
from legal, financial, taxation, or other
competent law practitioners if you have
any doubts. All of the information
provided here is not intended to be
complete, and it should never be
construed as a part of different
contractual arrangements. Our firm
conviction is that the information
provided in this white paper is accurate
and up to date and that all products,
services, technical architecture, token
distribution, and company timelines are
accurate and up to date. Furthermore, all
of these materials may have changed
without notice, and they can never be
considered a signatory agreement of
advice.  

No advice

Due to reading this white paper, nobody
is obligated to sign a contract or make a
legally binding promise to donate. This
white paper also does not constitute any
form or part of any opinion that could be
construed as advice or that could be
used to sell or solicit any offer by Trillions
to buy our token, nor shall it be
construed as a part of any effect that
could be used in the formation of a
contract or an investment decision. 

Compliance with tax obligations

Users of the Website are solely
responsible for deciding what taxes may
apply to their transactions. It is not the
responsibility of the website's owners or
authors to determine which taxes apply
to transactions. 

INTRODUCTION
Limitation of liability

The content on this website, including
written material, links to third-party sites,
data, quotes, charts, and buy/sell signals, is
provided “as is.” RULE assumes no
responsibility for any loss or injury coming
from its use. Please educate yourself on the
risks and costs of trading assets on the
financial markets (digital or otherwise). One
of the riskiest investment alternatives is
initial coin offerings (ICOs). There’s a
possibility you’ll lose all you’ve put in. 

Investment Risks

Cryptocurrency trading has a high level of
risk and is not appropriate for all investors.
Before trading cryptocurrencies, tokens, or
any other digital asset, you should carefully
consider your investment goals, degree of
knowledge, and risk appetite. 

XRPL-network

The XRP Ledger is a decentralised public
blockchain that is open to the public.
Anyone can interact through their
computer to the peer-to-peer network that
manages the ledger, and anyone can access
the ledger information. The ledger is
maintained by the global XRP Ledger
community, which includes a diverse group
of software engineers, server operators,
users, and businesses. Building on the XRP
Ledger allows developers to easily integrate
payments into their products, putting
money at the heart of their applications
without reinventing the wheel. Transactions
on the XRPL are settled faster than on any
other blockchain. Furthermore, the XRP
Ledger has the capability of processing up
to 1,500 transactions per second.



History
StakeXR was founded on May 30, 2022
with the goal of creating a staking
platform. The $StakeXR coin is a
cryptocurrency project located on the
XRPL network. The founding of StakeXR
was done by the previous founders of
StakeXR. 

On March 4, 2023, a total acquisition took
place between XSTO (XLOYALITY SAFETY
TRADE ORGANISATION) and StakeXR.
After concluding agreement, XSTO
placed the project under the concept of
XSTO Business Partnership. The
cooperation and agreement took place
at the B2B level. What this means, check
out www.xloyality.com. 

GENERAL

Mission
StakeXR is building a staking platform on
the XRPL. The ability to staking $StakeXR,
NFTs and XRPs. The future $StakeXR coin
will be a payment method that can be used
for private and business use. Generating
credit card to quickly exchange between
$StakeXR coin and any other payment
currency. 

Vision
The word "user-friendly" is at the heart of
our vision. Converting currency for
individual and business purpose are
progressive for StakeXR. Rewarding coin
and NFT holders are important to generate
a strike platform on the XRPL network. 



StakeXR Credit Card
StakeXR is developing a payment card
for the future to easily support
cryptocurrency investors privately and
corporately to convert $StakeXR. The
payment currency $StakeXR is central to
this. This payment card will be accessible
to all with holding the $StakeXR token.

STAKING PLATFORM

Hold and don't sell $StakeXR coin
Weekly snapshot and drop to coin
holders (view the current program on
the website in advance)
NFT StakeXR
NFTs can be purchased on StakeXR's
stake platform. The utility of the NFTs is
that there is a weekly reward attached.
This reward is automatically sent to the
NFT holders wallet every week. 

Buy an NFT and hold.
Every week there will be an automatic
reward from the $StakeXR paypal

Staking platform
Generating a passive income for $StakeXR
holders. Each week, $StakeXR coin
investors and holders will be rewarded by
the StakeXR team. 

Token: 

NFT:



Stake reward
60%

Marketing target
20%

Team StakeXR
12%

Partnership
8%

TOKENOMIC

Total supply: 100.000.000
Blackholed: Yes
KYC: Yes 
60% stake reward
20% marketing target
12% team StakeXR
8% partnership 

Wallets:
Issuer
XUMM-address:
rL5777XtQsBcwwRFWFuvcp5R8xNhTyRJrM

Team StakeXR 
XUMM-Address:
rLmhFNgLng8pYT6etmL4wuL8vmFLnhg9NU

Team marketing
XUMM-Address:
raAUF1aHAdXAUKmpPdnxveSquKUvtagYQB

Stake reward
XUMM-Address:
r9YFZsLfwtDTvoqruUvgXGyqb1BpBxw8jz

Partnership
XUMM-Address:
rMA1yjz7RR1gK5x3RbRPw2Z3LRgkkxuRSR

Sologenic
Magnetic DEX

Trading

Buy $StakeXR at:



ROADMAP

Staking platform generation XRP
Insightful reward processes
Stake process
NFT marketplace upgrading
Payment card launch for individual and business purpose

Q3: September - December

Partnership further development
stake platform
Generate payment card for private
and business purpose
Build out NFT marketplace improve
marketing target

Q2: May - August

Takeover of StakeXR project by XSTO
Rewrite white paper & roadmap
Generate stake platform (coin $StakeXR &
NFTs)
Create a new Twitter account
Improve moderator, promoters and marketing
target
Generate StakeXR project website on current
XSTO website www.xloyality.com
Addition to mining pool (Magnetic.org) for
increase liquadity during coin trading.

Q1: January - April 
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